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Patented Mar. 27, 1951 2,546,884 

UNITED STATES PATTENT OFFICE 
2,546,884 

FUNCTION CONTROL MECHANISM 
Edwin F. Britten, Jr., Short Hills, N. J., assignor 

to Monroe Calculating Macine Company, 
Orange, N. J., a corporation of Delavivare 
Application July 13, 1945, Serial No. 604,851 

(Cl. 235-4-79) Y 6 Claims. 

The invention has relatiön to calculating ma 
chimíes, and more particularly to means for con 
trolling the various operations thereof, and it 
consistS in the novel construction and combina 
tion of parts, as set forth in the appended claims. 

For Subject matter originally disclosed and 
claimed in this applicatioih, reference is Hiinade ?o 
my copending application, Serial No. 711,253, 
which was filed on November 21, 1946, and is a. 
division of this application (now Fat. No. 2,538,- 
896 issued January 23, 1951) . 
According to the invention, various operations 

Of the machine, Such as registration, Shifting oli 
the register Carriage, etc., ale COintrolged by a 
Common mechaliSim providing for the Stating, 
duration and Stoping of the operation and for 
movement of the partS selectively in oiIe for in 
another direction. 

Preferably, the operation of division is effected 
automatically according to the nethod wherein 
the divisor is Subtracted from the "divideid until 
the registration becomes negative; the register 
carriage is shifted; the divisor is added untill the 
registration becomes positive; the register car 
riage is again shifted, etc., tinis method of opera 
tion being known, and described, for instance, in 
United States Patent No. 1,773;027 issued on 
August 12, 1930 to George C. Chase. 

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating 
the invention: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a calculating machine 
embodying the invention. 

Fig. 2 is a right side elevation of the m?achine 
with the casing and other parts removed. 

Fig. 3 is a section taken on line 3-3 of Fig. 8. 
Figs. 4 and 5 are detail views of the program 

katch - and escapement mechanism. 
Fig. 6 is a section taken on line 6—6 of Fig. 8. 
Fig. 7 is a detail view of a Stop tripping imeans. 
Fig. 8 is a rear elevation of the nachine With 

the casing removed and the register i carriage 
partly brokein away. 

Fig. 9 is a left Side elevation of the ?machine 
With the º caSing removed. 

Fig. 10 is a Section taken On lire - - - - 3 of 
Fig. "8. 

Fig. 11 is a Section taken on line : l — . of 
Fig. 8. M 

Fig. 12 is a detail WieW of the carriage Shifting 
Clutch and Worm. 

Fig. 13 is a -detaili view of the multiplier 
quotient register reversing means. 

Fig. 14 is a right side elevation of the machine 
with casing removed, showing parts omitted from 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 15 is a detai View of the keyboard Clear 

ing key and aSSOciated parts. *- 
Fig. 16 is a fragmentary right side elevation 

of the machine, with casing removed, showing 
parts relating to the control of non-registering 
operations. 

Fig. 17 is an “eXploded perSpective view of a 
plate and calm, fast upon the division program 
shaft. 

Fig. 18 is a perspective view of a member oper 
able during autorimatic division to effect forward 
Cr alternatively reverse drive. 
ANTOUS Set Up On the keyboard - 8 (FigS. 1 

ad 3) , and thereby itpOn the differentia actu 
atOS 5, affe registered tipon the numeral Wheels 
3 of the product-dividend register upon opera 

tion "Of the differential e actuators in a for Ward 
Or irEVErSe direction by the operation of an elec 
tric motor í 0C. 

Registerinig operation 

All registering operations on the numeral 
wheels 3 are controlled by mechanisms which 
may be described in connection with the opera 
tion of plus and minus bars 12, 2 i (Figs. 1 and 
2). This register controlling mechanism is de 
Scribed in detail in applicant’s co-pending appli 
cation Serial No. 604;853 filed of even date here 
With, and issued as Patent No. 2,472,564, on June 
7, 1949. 
The plu S ad finin US barS operate Upon depreS - 

SiOn, to rock a Shaft i 25 in a ClockWise foi còUnter 
clockwise direction respectively, as viewed in 
Fig. 2. 
At its left hand end shaft 125 is provided with 

an arm - 59 (Fig. 6) having a stud engaging a slot 
* Of link * 5 , Said link eing Connected at itS rear 
"ward eind with a rocker 52 (Fig. 10), imovable 
in either direction upon operation of shaft 25 to 
displace a toggie link connection 53 with a lever 
54 (fulcruimed at 55) out of dead center relation 
to the shaft 88 upon Which rocker 52 is fixed. 
This oveñeñt Serves, aS, Will be Seen, to Set the 
mechanism for further rotation of the rocker 
5 in the Selected i direction, to engage the main 
clutch for additive or subtractive operation re 
spectively. Also, the preliminary movement of 
rocker 52 serves to engage an auxiliary ciutch 
and to close a switch in the motor circuit. 
For this purpose an arm 58 (Fig. 9), fixed upon 

Shaft 88, is rotated by the rocker out of Support 
ing engagerinent With a clutch detent 37, Said 
detent normally acting to hold a cyclically driven 
clutch 53 in diSengaged condition. Clutch 58 haS 
gear connection with the motor shaft ( 0 and is 
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of a well known type, wherein a pawl in the driven 
element of the clutch is Spiring Urged toWard a, 
ratchet on the driving element, the clutch being 
disengaged by contact of said pawl with any 
detent or stop supported in the framing of the 
maChine. 
Upon release of clutch 58 by deteint 5 a Spring 

impelled arm 53 (Figs. 2 and 14) will operate to 
rotate a cam ), fast upon the shaft 8 il to Which 
tihe driven element of clutch 58 is Secured, thuS 
rotating shaft G i and a notched disk G2 fast 
thereon (Fig. 3) . An intermediately fulcrumed 
lever 63 has a roller normally engaging the 
notched disk 6 and having at its lower end a 
roller of insulating material engaging a Spring 
ieaf of switch 64, interposed in the motor circuit. 
Rotation of shaft 6 i will force the rollier of lever 
63 onto the periphery of disk 62, whereby Switch 
64 Will be held closed. 
When the anti-friction roliler of arm 58 drcpS 

to the low point of cam 6, a foi’’ Ward eXtension 
of said arm Will displace an arm 4, fast upon 
a shaft 5. A slotted arm i 6 (Fig. 6), also fast 
on shaft ? 5, has pin and slot connection With the 
link 5, so that as shaft 5 is rockæd, lik S5 É Will 
be lifted free of the stud of arm 5 of Shaft 25, 
freeing rocker 52 (Fig. 10) of the main clutch 
frOm Said Shaft. 
Upon the ilinitial Inovement of ciutch 38 a cam 

66, fast on Shaft i , Will be brought into contact 
with an anti-friction roller of lever 54, and dur 
ing the remaining portion of the first half cycle 
of movement of Said clutch cam 86 Will move 
rocker 2 further in the Selected direction. 

Fast to rocker 52 is a member 6" (best seen in 
Fig. 9) provided with oppositely disposed hook 
projections. Ti This further movement Of rocker 
52, following depression of the plus bar, Willil bring 
one of the projections of member 3 into contact 
with a lug formined on a friction band $8 (Fig. 0), 
closing said band about the periphery of the 
internally toothed gear 5 of the main clutch. 
This main clutch comprises a differential gear 
clutching and direction controlling mechanism 
costructed in º accordiance With the diScoSture 
of United States Fatent No. 1,566,650, holding of 
the gear i 35 of the differential causing ühe planet 
gear aSSembly to rotate about motor shaft j , 
thereby rotating a train Of gearing Connecting 
With the Shaft 4 of the , differential actüatorS , 
aS Seen i FigS. 6 and 2. 

Depressions of the minus bar provides for the 
rocking of member 3 in the opposi?e direction, 
bringing the opposite hook hereof into engage 
ment with the lug of a friction band i (Fig. 9) 
engaging the periphery of- a plate i , fast with 
a gear i 39, loosely mounted on shaft i å and 
mieshing With the planet gearS of the differential. 
Holding of gear í 639 will result in opposite or 
Subtractive rotation of the planet assembly and 
the differential actiUatorS 5. 
Having effected the engagement of the main 

clutch, auXiliary clutch 38 will be released and 
held disengaged in midi cycle position by means 
of a detent 3, Whereby Switch $4 will be held 
closed and rocker. 2 heid in extrenne operated " 
pOSition, to Haintain pressure tipon the friction 
band of the main clitch. The differential actua 
tors Will - continue to cycle until the depressed 
plUIS or minus bar is released or until the regis 
tration in the numeral whæels 3 changes from 
a positive to a negatiye character or vice versa. 
Theretilpon, at the end of the current cycle, meains 
Will be operated for reengaging clutch 3 and for 
Stopping and locating the differential actuators, 

G) 
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this means being controlled by trigger 3 (Fig. 
9), and control devices similar to those disclosed 
in United States Fatent No. 1566,650. 
When the pluiS Or miin US bar iS depresSed a, 

plate i 28 (Fig. 6) will rock, Said plate being con 
nected by a coupling pawl i 2 With an arm i 26, 
fast on Shaft 25. Plate 23 is provided With 
opposed cam surfaces engaging an anti-friction 
roller i 33 rhounted upon an arm É 34 (Fig. 9), 
movement of the piate in either direction thereby 
serving to depress the rearward end of arm 34. 
A. Spring paWl , 86 is mounted Con the rearWard 
end of arma i 34 and is normally held tensioned 
by engagement thereof With a lug of trigger 3. 
Upon renovement of arm i 34, pawl i 36 is moved 
a Way from the trigger 3 and will be rotated by 
itS spring into position underlying the lug of 
Said trigger. 
A quick Stroke latch i 58 is moved by a Spring 
35 into position beneath the forward extension 

of arm A 33, holding said arm in rocked position 
until a cycle of the differential actuators has 
been Started. A rock arim 22, pivoted upon the 
framing at 23, is provided with a link 2 , the 
other end of which has driving crank connection 
With a shaft 54, driven in one-to-one ratio with 
the differential actuator Shaft. During the first 
registering Cycle Irock arm 22 will be brought into 
contact with quick Stroke latch i 58, disengaging 
it from arm 34 and bringing - it inito camming 
engagement with an arm 69, pivoted upom arm 
3 and connected theirewith by a strong Spring 
87. This Will place arm 69 under the influence 

of restoring spring i 67. The restoration of arm 
34 involves the return of the plate i 23 to norma! 

centralized position, and since shaft 23 is free 
from the link connection 5, the shaft and plate 
28 will be centralized, upon release of the key, 
by one of a pair of Spring arms 81 (Fig. 3). In 
this return of arm 34 pawl i 3 will contact with 
the lug of trigger 3, thereby raising Said trigger 
out of contact with a pawl 25 carried upon a 
stopping arm 24. Stopping arm 24 is pivotally 
mounted upon the framing at 23, and paWl 25, 
when released froim trigger 3 , Will be moved by 
its spring into contact with the rock alrím 22. 
AS tie differential actuatorS are rotated to their 
full cycle position, pawl 25 will fall behind a 
shoulder of arm 22 to couple the arms 22, 24 to 
gether for movement as a unit. As the actuators 

* pass beyond full cycle position, arm 24 will be 

5 

30 

carried forwardly, acting, through link 7T, to 
rock the raid cycle clutch detent 3 Out Of engage 
iment with the pawl of clutch 58. Rocking of 
deitent i 3 Will also bring Said detent into contact 
with a pivoted plate E8, forcing said plate against 
a disk 79, fast to shaft i 95 having driving con 
nection With the differential actuators, Whereby 
further rotation of the actuatorS in the original 
direction will be resisted. A leaf Spring 8 serves 
to hold plate 78 normally in light contact with 
disk . 
Should a change of Sign occur in the register 

i 3 while the plus or minus bars are held de 
“ preSSed, the consequent tens transfer to the ex 

trenne left hand wheels of the register, operating 
through a gear 2 in driving engagement with 
one of the numeral wheels of the register, will 
operate to trip the trigger 3 á and effect a stop. 
The - coupling pawl i 27 is provided in order that 
trigger 3, having been tripped by the action of 
the register 3, will not again be tripped, after 
the parts have come to rest, upon release of the 
depressed key. The coupling pawl is moved out 
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ing operation when the carriage stands in either 
of its extreme shifted positions. 
The shifting shaft 95 is driven through a pin 

260 fixed in an arm fast upon the right hand 
end of . Said Shaft , (the left hand end of Fig. 8) , 
piin 2 ) being. engaged by one of the OppoSite 
faces of a plate 2 i (Fig. 2) mounted upon a 
Stud fixed in an eXteinSiOE COf the piWOted frame 
?li. - A gear i 292 is fast With plate 2 , and 
meshed With the driving gearing mounted in 
pivoted framme i. it will be noted that the 
driving connection 23, 22 | provides for lost no 
tion in the drive of carriage shifting shaft i 953, 
this being provided in Order that the carriage 
may be shifted and Stopped as the Shifting means 
comes to full cycle position, whereas the differen 
tial actuators are allowed to run beyond full 
cycle position in stopping. The disk 7 8 (Fig. 9), 
described in connection with the full cycle stop 
ping - means, is mounted on the left hand end 
of carriage shifting Shaft 
serving through plate T to hold the carriage 
shifting parts in full cycle position, as - tihe actu-- 
ators are returned from overrum to full cycle 
position. 
The shaft 2f33 (Fig. 3) on which the counting 

finger is is mounted is joulinaled in the pivotedi 
frame li, but Since shaft 233 receives little bodily 
movement when frame 7 is dropped, a lever 
2, pivoted Upon the frame ! 77, will fulcrum 
upom a pin 265, in the fixed framing of the ima 
chine, the rear end of said lever being depressed 
when frame "F7 is rocked, to hold the yieldably 
mounted counting finger i 5 out of counting re 
lation to the numeral wheels ? during inon. 
registering i operations. 
The counting finger i is set for operation 

forwardly or reversey to provide for registra 
tion in the multiplier-quotient register 76 ac 
cording to a sign like or inlike the sign of 
registration in the product-dividend register 3, 
by means of a three-positioned change lever 22 
(FigS. 2 andi 14) similar to that disclosed in 
United States Patent No. 2,260,291, issued to ap 
plicant on CGctober 28, 1941, and entitled Calc 
ašting Machines. 
to be set alternatively it one or the other di 
rectioin from its intermediate, neutral position 
into like " or unlike registering position, shaft 
203 being shifted accordingly tow?kyard the ºrigini, 
or left (Figs. 2 and 1.3) , to control the direction 
Of Operation in accordance with the disclosure 
Of Patent No. 2,273,237, inereinefore referred 
to. - Lever 22 is returned from either active - 
position to intermediate or neutrali position upon 
Operation of the keyboard cliearing means, a 
levEr 22 (Fig. 14) being provided for this pur 
pose. Lever 22 í is fulcrumed por the framing 
at 222, and is formed with can javiys on its real”- 
Ward enti, adapted to be brought into engage 
ment with a stud 223 of lever 22. "The forward 
end of lever 2? has pin and slot connection with 
an arm 2 , fixed upon a keyboard clearing shaft 
24, shown in Patent No. 1,750,565, issued to E. 
F. Britten, Fr., on Mareh, , , 1833. Shaft 2 
may be rocked directly by the keyboard clearing 
key as in Said patent, or may respond to depres 
sion of Stich key in any preferred manner so 
that as arm 2 ? is Pocked in the keyboard clear 
ing Operation, leYer 22 vitili be operated to cen 
tralize the change iever 23). 
Pivoted upon change lever 22G is a pawl 224, 

having a stud cooperating with a segmental flange 
225 of a disk fixed upon differential actuator shaft 
4, these parts being operable to move the change 

The change lever is adapted 

| 0 

20 
S35, the Spring 8 , 

() 

35 

8 
lever into one or the other of its active positions 
upon the first cycle of a registering operation, in 
accordance With the diSClOSilure Of Patent No. 
2,260,291. As lever 22 moves into operative po 
Sition, a locator arm 26, pivoted thereon, will be 
aldo Wed O drop. Under the influence of a Spring 
227, locating the parts by contact of arm 226 with 
a, stud 228, fixed in the framing, and also dis 
placing pawl 224 so that the stud thereof will 
be located inside the fiange 225, So that the stud 
will not be contacted by said fange until lever 
220 is again brought to centralized, position. 
When frame if is lowered the stud of pawl 224 
will be located within the flange 225, and will not 
be contacted thereby, whether the change lever 
220 is in operative or neutral position, so that 
the lever Will not be Set during a non-registering 
Operation of Shaft 4, and Will not be centralized 
in non-registering operations other than key 
board clearing. 

TÍThe product-dividend register 3 and the multi 
polier-quotient register i may be cleared under 
control of keys 235 and 236 respectively (Figs. 1 
and 16). The Stern of key 235 has a pin engag 
ing One arm of a, bell Crank lever 23, and the 
Stem of key 23 has a pin engaging one end of a 
bell Crank lever 233 related each to the clea rout 
setting imieans of one of the registers. The pin 
of key 235 also engages a, bell crank lever 207, 
the bei crank liever 238 related to key 236 be 
ing provided with a lug 239, overlying the same 
end of bell crank lever 2007. Therefore, upon de 
pr?SSiGn of key 235 or 236, bell crank 207 will 
be operated, to provide for dropping of the frame 

into rion-registering position and for the re 
Straint Of the carriage Shift coupling, as follows: , 
To beli Crank lever 28 is attached a link 298 
(Fig. 14) having pin and slot connections with 
a lever 209, and with the blocking pawl i 86, and 
link connection 233 with an intermediately piv 
oted arm 23. The rear end of arm 234 (Fig. 16) 
is provided with a lug, adapted upon operation 
of link.S 298 and 233 to move into the path of a 
rearward extension of lever 88, preventing cou 
piling of the carriage shifting mechanism. Lever 
29 has link connection 2 : 6 with arm 24 fixed 
upOn the rock shaft í 25, and as key 235 or 236 
is depreSSed link 2 G8 Will be pulled forwardly and 
rock Shaft 25 rotated clockwise, to provide for 
a. Cycle Of Imotor operation. Forward movement 
of link 203 will also move blocking pawl i 86 into 
OSition to block effective movement of iever 59 

Rind thereby provide for breaking of the toggle 
í 9 and the lowering of frame 77 during th 
Operation of the machine. 

Selection of the register or registers to be 
cleared is effected as follows: Bell crank lever 
23, the arms of which are connected by a U - 
shaped portion, has link connection 240 with 
a Ín arm 2 fast to a shaft 242, while bell crank 
iever 238 has link connection 23 with an arm 

Š? fast upon a, sleeve 25, mounted on shaft 
32. i Shaft 22 and sleeve 245 are adapted to 
be rocked independently, upon depression of 
the keys 235, 236, and to be moved independ 
entiy in a longitudinal direction during a clear 
ing Operation. The clearing mechanisms con 
trolled by the shaft and the sleeve are substan 
tially identical, and only one of such mechanisms 
is illistrated in the drawings. 

* 1 Fast to Shaft 232 is an arm 246 (Figs. 3 and 
8) movable, i upon rocking of said shaft, into 
e groOve of a collar 253. As I will be described 
mOre fully under the heading “Automatic Di 
Vision,” collar 258 is moved laterally during the 
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first half cycle of operation of the auxiliary 
clutch 58, so that shaft 242 will now be moved 
endwise, against the tension of a Suitable Spring 
(not shown) . Fast to shaft 242 is an arm 247 
(Fig. 6), engaging a groove in the hub of a cam 
248, having slidable splined connection with the 
shaft i 95 which, as previously set forth, is driven 
during operation of the machine by the main 
clutch. Lateral movement of Shaft 242 will move 
cam 248 into operative relation with a roller 249 
mounted on an arm i 3, said arm being fast to 
a shaft i 38. Arm i 37 has link connection 39 
with an arm i 40, having splined connection with 
the carriage Supporting rod T 8. Fast to the left 
hand end of rod 78 is an armin 4 i having link 
connection ( 42 with an arm i 43 of the clearing 
Shaft i 44. 

Clearing Shaft i 44 is provided with a Series 
of arms | 45 to which are attached Slotted clear 
ing links : 46, the slots of which are so designed 
as to engage one of two opposed lugs f 47 of 
the links with a projection i 48 fast to the re 
lated numeral wheel and to move said projec 
tion into position between the opposed lugs, bring 
ing the related numeral wheel into zero register 
ing position. 
The clearing de ViceS are restOired to normal 

position, during the last halif cycie of the auxil 
iary ciutch, as follows: 

In the normal position of the parts a cami # 49, 
mounted upon Shaft 6 , has its high point op 
posite an arim 139, Secured to the shaft f 38. Dur 
ing the first half cycle of the auxiliary clutch, 
this cam will be rotated out of the path of move 
ment of arm i 59, allowing arm í 37 and Shaft 
38 to be rocked by cam 248. During the final 

half of the auxiliary clutch cycle, cam || 49 will 
engage arm l 50, and restore the parts to normal 
position. 

Automatic division 
The dividend having been registered in the 

numeral wheels i 3, the divisor set on the key 
board 8 and the carriage 2 properly positioned, 
the calculation of a quotient will be initiated by 
the depression of division key 25 (Fig. 2) Upon 
depression of this key a pawl 25 i, pivoted there 
on, Will take a bearing upon a stud fixed in the 
machine frame and Will contact the lever 29, 
rocking the same, and thereby the shaft 25, 
counter-clockwise, to Set the machine for Sub 
traction and to trip the auxiliary clutch 58 in 
the same manner as these operations were per 
formed under the control of the minus bar 2 . 
The key is held temporarily in depressed posi 
tion by the operation of a Spring latch 252. De 
pression of key 25 also serves to adjust nimeans 
whereby, upon operation of the auxiliary ciutch, 
a divisicin program control mechanism will be 
set to operative position. For this purpose an 
anti-friction roller On the Stein Of key 230 Will 
Operate Upon the cam end Of a link 253, having 
pivotal connectio at its opposite end with an 
arm 25, fast lupon a Shaft 255. AS Seen in FigS. 
3 and 8, a second am 2556 is fast lupon the Shaft 
255, Said arm haying a pin and Slot connection 
with a. plate 257, rigidly secured to one end of 
the sliding collar 258, mounted upon a sleeve 
259, fast upon the shaft 6 l of auxiliary clutch 53. 
Collar 258 haS a Set Screw, engaging an annuar 
cam groove of sleeve 253, so that, collar 2ë8 being 
held against rotation by the arm 256, said collar 
will be moved toward the right (toward the left 
in Fig. 8) during the first half cycle of clutch 58 
and Will be returned to the left during the final 
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half cycle of that clutch. When plate 257 is 
rocked by depression of the division key 250, a 
lower extension of said plate will be brought into 
line With a plate 28, fast upon an endWise Slide 
able program Shaft 296 i. During the first half 
cycle of operation of clutch 8, following the de 
pression of division key 253, shaft 26 i will be 
moved toward the right, by plate 25, against 
the resistance of a Spring 2$, and Will be latched 
in this position by engagerent of a Spring latch 
263 with the face of plate 2 SG. 

Fast With plate 2 and with Shaft 2, 4 is a 
laterally acting cam 264 (Figs. 4 and 5), this 
cam acting Upon Setting of progran M1 Shaft 23 || 
to rock a lever 25, fast upon a Stud Shaft 286, 
upon which an arm 287 is also fast. Arm 267 
(Fig. 2) has connection With a link 2363 having 
pin and slot connection with the arm T ?i con 
trolling the release of the main clutch from the 
rock shaft 25. This release having been ef 
fected by the operation of arm 59, link 268 will 
be advanced, to hold the partS releaSed during 
the rest of the division operation. 
The divisor having been Subtracted from the 

higher order digits of the dividend until the 
1registration in numeral wheelis 3 becomes nega 
tive, the Stopping means Will be tripped by the 
operation of the tens transfer to the left hand 
numeral wheels, whereupon the auxiliary clutch 
53 is engaged for itS final half cycle of Opera 
tion the main clutch is disengaged, and the drive 
brought to rest in full cycle position, all as pre 
viously described. However, program shaft 26 || 
being located in operative position, the final 
half cycie of clutch 53 will effect the continu 
ance of the division program, by initiating a Shift 
of the register carriage 2 One Step toward the 
left. 
For this purpose a one-toothed Geneva wheel 

269, fast upon clutch shaft 6 (Figs. 6 and 8) 
operates upon a pin wheel 279, fast upon pro 
gram shaft 26, to rotate the program shaft a, 
quarter of a revolution, clockwise as seen in Fig. 
6. In the normal, non-dividing, position of the 
parts the tooth of Geneva, wheel 29 passes idly 
beyond the end cf a short tooth of the pin wheel 
270, whereas in the division position the Geneya 
wheel acts upon all four pins of the wheel 270. 
Upoin the right hand end of program Shaft 23 
is a cam 27 l (Fig. 2) operable upon the first and 
third quarter rotations of the program shaft to 
move a link 272 forwardly and hold it in for 
ward position until program shaft 26 i is again 
operated. Link 272 has pin and slot connection 
273 with the division key latch 22. There 
fore, during the final half cycle of clutch 58, the 
division key will be restored, and the Subse 
quent operations will be controiled entirely from 
the program shaft. Latch 252 has an extension 
274 engaging a pin fixed in the blocking paWl 
86, so that the movement of link 272 will rock 

the blocking pawl into position to limit the throW 
of arma 59, so that the toggle i 8 i will remain un 
broken during the succeeding operation of the 
auxiliary clutch 58 and the toggle I 9 Will be 
broken and frame 77 moved into carriage Shift 
ing position. FK 
The first quarter rotation cef program shaft 26 

also sets the machine for single cycle (carriage 
shift) operation, for which purpose a disk 275 
(Fig. 7), fast, upon program shaft 2ê, is provided 
with two diametrically opposed pins, operable in 
the rotation of the shaft to displace a lever 2G, 
and thereby move a rod 23 forwardly. Rod 2, 
as seen in Fig. 6, has an arcuate slot engaging a 
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stud 278 fixed in the machine framing, so that as 
the rod is moved forwardly, the forward end of 
said rod will engage the arm 5, rock the Shaft 
25, and then disengage the airm 3, whereby plate 
28 will be moved to depress the rearWard end of 
lever 34$, carrying the pawl i 36 downwardly, be 
neath the lug of trigger 3 . It will be recalilled 
that in this position of the parts, latch i 38 Will 
be released upon the first cycle of operation and 
pawl i 3s will trip the trigger. 3 É, to effect the stop. 

Finally, in the first quarte' rotation of progra?m 
shaft 26 i , means will be put under Spriling tension, 
whereby as soon as the parts are normalized, at 
the end of the last half rotation of clutch 58, the 
direction of rotation of the drive will be selected 
and the auxiliary clutch 33 again engaged. This 
spring operated means comprises a three-armed 
member 2 i 9 (Figs. 8 and 11) loosely mounted on 
and laterally adjustabie with program shaft 26 
and having at its right hand end spring connec 
tion 280 (Fig. 7) With the disk 275, relative move 
ment of the parts being limited by engagement of 
Shouldered hub extensionS 2ía, FigS. 7 and 8. 
The three - arms of member 29 are individually 
operable during Successive i quarter rotations of 
shaft 28 to move a pawl 28 in counter-clock 
wise direction as viewed in Fig. 11, and a pin 2:32, 
Xed in one of the arms of the member, is oper 

able to move a pa Will 23 clockwise. Pawl 28 is 
designed to Set the friction band i 3 of the main 
clutch, to effect Subtractive O' left shift move 
ment of the driving mechanism, while pawl 283 
is designed to tighten the friction band 33, to ef 
fect additions. It will, therefore, be Seen that in 
the complete rotation of the program Shaft pawl 
28 will first be rocked, then pawl 283, and there 
after pawl 28 will be rocked twice, this giving a 
program of left shift (following the subtractive 
operations) ; addi; left shift, and subtract. 

In the noir’ima position of the parts payFylls 28 
and 283 engage opposite edges of a flanged mem 
ber 284, fast upon the shaft 88 of the rocker 52 of 
the main clutch. Guring the last half rotation of 
catch 38, rocker 52 and flanged member 234 will 
be returned to normal position, thus bringing the 
parts into the position illustrated in Fig. 11. The 
advance of the program Shaft Will now tend to ro 
tate the three-armed nember 278, but engage 
ment of the pawl 23 or 283 with the edge of 
flange 234 Will hold member 29 and tension 
spring 260 As soon, however, as lever 84 (Fig. 10) 
has escaped from projection. 83, rocker 52 will be 
free to rotate, and Spring 280, acting through 
member 279 and the pawl 28 or 283, will rotate 
Shaft 88, reSetting the rocker 32 for subtraction or 
addition and releasing the auxiliary clutch 58. 
This action, occurring after the first quarter ro 

tation Of the program shaft, sets the drive for left 
Shift and initiates the operation. 

After the Shift to the left is completed, the sec 
Ond half rotation of auxiliary clutch 58 will ro 
tate the program shaft through its second quarter 
Of movement, whereby cam ? { will release the 
blocking pawl 856, to provide for a registering op 
eration, and pin 282 of three-armed member 279 
Will Operate pawl 283 to effect additive rotation of 
the drive. 
The program of Subtractive operation; carriage 

Shift: additive operation and carriage Shift Will 
now continue until the register carriage has been 
moved into its extreme left hand position, or un 
til a “Stop” key is depressed, whereupon the cuir 
rent prograIm will be completed, the machine 
brought to rest, and the parts restored to normal. 

Ordinarily a division operation is started with 
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the register carriage 2 in its extreme right hand 
position, but it will frequently be co Evenient to 
start the operation ili other shifted positions of 
the carriage. TíTherefore, the first registration 
in the extremne left hand shifted position of the 
carriage may be either additive or subtractive. 
In carrying out division by the present method 
there is always an overdraft at the end of any 
subtractive series of operations, and hence the 
correct quotient will not be registered at this time 
on the register 7. On the other hand, at the 
end of any additive series of registrations, the 
register i 3 Willi Stand at Zero or Will register a 
remainder which is less thain the value of the 
divisor, and the correct quotient digits will be 
registered in the wheels i . Therefore, when 
the register carriage 2 is moved into its extreme 
left hand position, if the Succeeding regi Stering 
operation is to be additive, the additive registra 
tions will complete the calculation to the capacity 
of the machine, Whereas if the Succeeding regis 
tration is to be SUbstractive, the SUhtractionS 
must be followed by a cycle of additive registra 
tion, to correct the overdraft. As register car 
riage ? is shifted into extreme left hand position, 
a cam plate 283 (Figs. 3 and 8), mounted upon 
the carriage, Will Operate a lever 286 hlaving link 
connection 287 with t?ie latch 23, lifting the 
latch slightly away froi its full latching po.Si 
tiOn. The plate 25 is formed as an irregularly 
shaped disk, one portion of the periphery being 
of greater radius than the remainder. Latch 
263 is formed with a notched surface, and if it 
is lifted by cam 285 at a time when the program 
Calls for a subtraction in the next registering op 
eration, the high portion of plate 26 ) will prevent 
the COimplete relea,Se of the plate from latch 263, 
the plate engaging the notched portion of the 
latch. This has permitted a slight movement of 
program Shaft 26 i toWard the left, the move 
ment not being sufficient to change the relation 
of the controliling devices. After tille subtractive 
Operatio, the rotation of program shaft 28 i Will 
carry the high portion of plate 260 away from 
latch 263, and the program shaft, being freed 
from the latch, will be moved again slightly to 
ward the left, by action of the spring 262, bring 
ing a Shoulder of the º cam 264 into contact with 
the lever 235, and thereby preventing a full es 
Capement of the program shaft to inactive posi 
tion. Subtraction will be followed by ana idle op 
eration of the carriage shifting means (resulting 
merely in the displacement of pawl i 99) and this 
idle operation Will be followed by an additive reg 
iStration. Upon the completion of the additive 
Operation, program shaft 2 i will be rotated into 
its three quarters position, and another idle op 
eration of the carriage shift means will be ef 
fected. As the program shaft moves out of its 
three-quarter position a cut-away portion of cam 
284 Will be broUght opposite the contacting por 
tion of lever 265, thus finally freeing program 
Shaft 26 for return to its inactive position, and 
carrying the three armed member 279 out of the 
plane of pawls 28 and 283. Thus the final step 
Of moVemlent of program Shaft 26 is ineffective to 
continue the operation. it will be obvious that if 
the carriage shiftS into its extreme left hand po 
Sition. Wher the program calls for addition during 
the Succeeding registering operation, movement 
of latch 253 by cam 285 will free the latch from 
plate 6ö, and the program shaft will be tem 
pOrarily held by lever 2 SS. 
The return of programa shaft 2$ i to left hand 

position disengages all of the controls thereof, 
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register operable by said drive means and adjust- REFERENCES CETTED 
able from normal operative engagement With 
said register to disengagement there With, NON 
mally. - ineffective control means for first disen 

The following references are of record in the 
file Of this patent : 

gaging the actuators from the register and Stüb- 5 UNITED STATES PATENTS 
sequently reengaging the actuators therewith Numer Name - Date 
and concomitantly engaging the drive means With 1773 627 ChaSe Aug. 12, 1930 
the ron-registering means and Subsequently dis- 1806070 Luttropp W www wwI IN Mav 19. 1931 
engaging the drive means therefrom, a, normally 1858290 waliter Ma 17 1932 
ineffective non-registration determining membefº () 203 4724 Kottm ann Vii. 24 1936 
settable to render the control means effective, a 3038859 Ann EE et al. ** so v so se v < J an. 26. 337 
cyclically operable auxiliary clutch engageable to 30767 walier Dec 7 1937 
connect said control means with the motor, a de- 2148760 Lereh FeO 28. i5s 
tent normally disengaging Said aUIXiliary Clutcia 3215283 Eienler sept. 17 1946 
in full cycle position, manually operable means lö 333659 AC" I õct. 1, 1940 
for releasing said detent to Engage Said auxiiiairy 2 297343 POtt, ----- s epit 29 1942 
clutch for a single cycle of operation and for Set- 330380 Frien FC, g. 1943 
ting said non-registration determining member, 333333 4 Boyden et al Nov. 2. 19 
means operable by the auxiliary clutch to engage 233961 6 Chase Ja 18. 9 4 
the main - clutch, a Second detent operable after i 3367386 ?rosman Jan. 16, 1945 
the first named action of the control means to 3379377 Britten July 10 1945 
disengage the auxiliary clutch in mid-cycle posi- 3383&di Pott AL y 14, 1945 
tion, ad means operable by the StOpping MeanS 2419 760 Britten Jr ÄR: 29. 1947 
to release the auxiliary clutch from Said Second 
detent to complete the action of the control 

63.S. 
EDWIN F. BRITTEN, JR. 

  


